Mounting hole pattern:
75mm x 75mm;
100mm x 100mm

Display | Quick shift donut SD-DO

Maximum weight carrying capacity:
12kg (26.5lbs)

Fits most displays from 12" to 24"

The unique Quick Shift Donut has been designed to be the most universal and
flexible mount for common pole diameters and the easiest to install. The SD-DO
features the “Quick Shift” lever which allows you to quickly move and lock the
display freely along a pole without using any tools. The product readily adapts to
poles 1.65” and 2” (42mm and 50mm) in diameter. The Quick Shift Donut utilizes
a ball joint that allows infinite and easy display adjustment for any viewing angle
range up to 20 degrees in any direction. Even after the screen has been installed,
it is easy to change its position from landscape to portrait and can then be securely
locked into position. The inbuilt “Quick Release” mechanism ensures hassle-free and
secure removal or replacement of the display.

Product key features:
Designed for simple installation
Suitable for poles with 42mm and 50mm (1.65” and 2”) in diameter
Ball joint mechanism allows 20 degrees of display adjustment in any direction from the vertical plane
Quick release mechanism for fast display attachment/removal
Portrait to landscape rotation
Comes with all mounting hardware
Quick Shift Donut
mechanism for easy
adjustment along the pole

Ball joint mechanism
allows display adjustment
of 20° in any directions
Choice of 2 mounting
hole configurations

Portrait to
landscape rotation

Readily adapts to poles
with 42mm and 50mm
(1.6” & 2”) in diameter

Quick release mechanim for easy display
attachment/removal with a security feature
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Product information, single unit
Load capacity

Material

Color

12kg (26.5lbs)

Aluminum/Steel/Polymer

Black

Package information, single unit
Size

Ship weight

UPC code

Contents

17cm x 13cm x 13cm
(5.25" x 5.25" x 6.5")

0.7kg (1.4lbs)

881493004535

All hardware required for
installation supplied

Units per master pack

Package information, master pack
Size

Ship weight

UPC

71cm x 30cm x 20cm
(27" x 11.25" x 7.5")

8kg (16.6lbs)

881493005310

10

Technical drawings

86mm (3 3 / 8 ”) Max.

111mm (4 3 / 8 ”)

115mm (4 1 / 2 ”) Max.

40º
Pan

5mm ( 3 /16 ”) Max.

75mm

35mm
(1 3 / 8 ”)

40º
Tilt

360º Infinite
Rotation

(3”)

100mm
(4”)

1.5mm ( 1 / 16 ”)
150mm (5

29

/ 32 ”)

75mm (3”)
100mm (4”)
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